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Comparison of BOLD censoring motion metrics when you know the motion (SimPACE)
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Target Audience/Purpose: fMRI/connectivity researchers. To investigate problems with volumetric motion metrics used in BOLD motion methods
Introduction:
Head motion is a major problem for the analysis of BOLD fMRI and rs-fMRI. Current motion correction and
characterization methods are incomplete due to the assumption that motion is synchronized to the volume acquisition1-6
(or smoothly interpolated over slices6). In-scanner head motion can happen during any part of a volume acquisition7
and, thus, is not volumetric, and the assumption that it is volumetric is unrealistic (see top of Fig 1). Intravolume
motion (occurring on one or a few slices) is more realistic and this may be a major reason why current methods fail to
robustly identify motion corruption. Using motion-injection pulse sequence data1 in cadaver brains with a mix of
intravolume and volume motion, we compare motion metrics based on the true motion with those based on
retrospective volumetric parameters and volumetric BOLD signals and show that volumetric methods fail to capture
slicewise motion. We conclude that the sensitivity and specificity of volumetric metrics is very poor and that at present
these are unlikely to be adequate for identification of motion corruption. Since censoring methods depend on accurate
identification, using data censoring as a motion correction method is not recommended at this time.
Methods:
BOLD data with a known sequence of 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion with preset impulses of 0.5, 1 and
1.5mm/degrees every 4th volume was obtained in 7 cadaver data with a motion-injection pulse sequence, described
previously as SimPACE1 (in short, SimPACE induces realistic head motion independently on each slice through
updates in the gradient axes transformations). The induced motion was abrupt instantaneous slicewise or volumetric
motion on the order of ~1mm and 1 degree in each of the 6 orthogonal degrees of freedom (DOF), separated by 4
Fig 1: SimPACE simulated motion data
volumes of random background motion on the order of 50 microns on the 3 translational DOF. One half of each scan
consisted of injections on several non-adjacent slices within a given volume and the second half consisted of volumetric schematic and metrics used in study.
injections. SimPACE produces accurate signal disruptions due to spin history, phase-encode warping and non-volumetric motion. The BOLD data was corrected for
volumetric motion using 3dvolreg from AFNI2. The resulting 6DOF volumetric motion file was converted to three popular motion metrics from literature: total
displacement (TD)3, framewise displacement (FD)4, and volumetric translations only (VTD)5. Four
additional BOLD signal-based metrics were also computed: the global signal (GS), root-mean-square
(VARS) global signal and first derivative of VARS (DVARS)4 were computed (Fig 1 bottom). GS is
average of all brain voxels, VARS is square root of the average of the sum of squares of the detrended
and de-meaned voxels and DVARS is the first derivative of the VARS. The truth motion parameters
(original injected vector) were converted to TD for every slice motion (here truth is denoted as goldstandard, or GLD) and subsequently converted to volumetric metric by taking the maximum slice TD
Fig 2. Motion metrics for realistic slice-wise injected
within a given volume as the TD for that volume (TD-GLD). All motion parameter-based metrics were
motion. a) 0D volumetric motion parameter metrics (TDalso re-created after taking the first derivative of the parameters prior to conversion (denoted as 1D, for
0D, FD-0D, VTD-0D) and truth (injected) metric (TDfirst derivative, to distinguish from metrics created without taking the derivative, denoted as 0D for no
GLD-0D). b) 1D and truth metrics. c) BOLD signal-based
derivative). Corrupted volumes were identified using thresholds as used in literature (0.5 for BOLD
signal-based metrics, 0.5 for TD and FD and 0.1 metrics. Literature thresholds shown for each metric.
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Fig 3: Metrics for unrealistic injected motion, same as
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Table 1: volumes identified as corrupted during
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2/3 a and b show that motion metrics have poor sensitivity to realistic (slicewise) motion, and furthermore that
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rotational motion, and thus should be discouraged. Table 1 shows the overall performance of these metrics and
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rates and reduced sensitivity.
FPR/TPR, but note all of the volumetric metrics clearly have some FPR in the presence of reduced TPR.
Conclusions:
The use of volumetric motion- or signal-based metrics to identify or characterize motion corruption is popular due to a lack of alternatives, but we have shown here with
our motion-injection data that this is highly problematic. In particular, censoring is critically dependent upon accurate identification of motion corruption, but due to the
poor specificity/sensitivity of prevailing metrics, censoring cannot work in its present form. Unfortunately, all our motion methods at present are based on
volumetric motion parameters or BOLD signal. It is likely that accurate motion characterization methods require slicewise information, and further progress on
methods reliant on motion characterization will be hindered until this information becomes available, ideally with a robust retrospective method.
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